
Math Assignments for Week of May 11 
Please take a picture of each assignment page when complete and send it to me through Dojo or 

email. Use the RDW process on the word problems.  

1. Fractions 
Draw a picture that represents the following fractions:  

For example:  

6/7 = 

              

 

1.    3/4   

                     

2.    2/3       

                 

3.    4/5      

                  

4.    6/9        

                

5.   3/8   

 
 

6.   7/10  

 

7.   5/7  

 

8.   4/6  

 

 



2.  Finish the Patterns 
  

1.  34, 37, 40, 43, _____, ______, ______  

2.  18, 28, 38, 48, _____, ______, ______  

3.  54, 58, 62, 66, _____, ______, ______  

4.  96, 101, 106, ______, ______, ______  

  

5.  98, 94, 90, ______, _______, ______  

6.  232, 230, 228, _____, ______, ______  

7.  876, 776, 676, _____, ______, ______  

8.  59, 56, 53, _____, ______, ______  
 

3.  Time 

 
Write the time on the following clocks  

  

                                                                     

                              _____________                                                                   ____________  

  

                                                                                     

                            _____________                                                                     ____________  

  

 



3-D Shapes 
Look at the following shapes and count the number of faces, edges, and vertices. 

Example of edge, face, and vertex: 

  

        

            Cone                    Rectangular Prism                    Pyramid              Cube   

         

Faces: _____                       Faces: _____          Faces: _____             Faces: _____  

Edges: _____                       Edges: _____           Edges: _____             Edges: _____  

Vertices: ____                     Vertices: ____         Vertices: ____           Vertices: ____  

 

 

 

4.  Boots or Shoes? 

Jordyn wanted to see if he could run faster in his snow boots or in 

his tennis shoes.  His mom times him while he ran around the house both 

times.  It took him 47 seconds to run around the house in snow boots, 

and 35 seconds to run the same distance in his tennis shoes.  How much 

longer did it take him to run in snow boots?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. Canned Goods 

Paige and Ellie were collecting canned goods for their school’s holiday 

food drive.  Paige collected 29 cans, and Ellie collected 55 cans.  How 

many cans did they collect in all?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Equations 

Complete the following problems  

use <,>,= 

14-8=20-___                    

21+___=13+18               13+11 ____ 10+12  

___- 16=38                    18+9 _____ 12+9  

____+12= 16+9              15-4 _____ 18-5  

____-9=45-32                28-14_____ 38-23   
 

 

7. Dinosaurs 

Mason was playing with 53 dinosaurs.  He gave Trenity, Owen, and Sidi-

Mohamed 9 dinosaurs each.  How many dinosaurs did Mason have left?  


